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CameraForensics helps law enforcement 

agencies identify CSAM perpetrators and 

victims by simplifying complex image forensics 

and adding valuable digital intelligence.  

Offering tailored integrations, our Agency 

Licence is designed to fully support entire 

law enforcement agencies to access critical 

intelligence.  

Unlock valuable insights for 
your agency 

With 4.1 billion images indexed, many users 

within the same agency can simultaneously 

take advantage of the powerful tools needed 

to search our expansive image database to 

source valuable case-specific information, 

and efficiently drive change.  



With our Agency Licence, we can enable large 

agencies to access vital insights and provide 

a range of additional features. Throughout 

our involvement, we’ll work alongside you to 

securely integrate every service. This ensures 

that all tools complement your existing 

architecture, helping your teams to access 

critical intelligence in confidence. These 

additional features include:  

The first of its kind, Uniform Intelligence Hub 

provides an extensive database of school 

uniform identifiers. Armed with this database, 

investigators can search and identify the 

school from any visual clues detected in an 

image, such as ties or badges. This is a vital 

tool, as the trend for coerced images after 

school continues to grow. 

For more secure users that want to access 

CameraForensics without a traditional 

internet connection, we can provide a 

specialist integration for air-gapped networks. 

We’re committed to supporting digital 

intelligence investigators in any way 

we can. To learn more about the 

CameraForensics platform and how 

we’re supporting investigative efforts, 

contact us today.  

Camera ID is the latest tool enabling users 

to detect other images taken with the same 

camera or smartphone, even if there’s no 

metadata present.  

With Camera ID, users can strengthen cases 

by asserting that images are captured 

with the same camera, as well as find new 

information that can accelerate investigative 

progress – such as location data, Camera 

Serial Number, or possible online profiles.  

A range of advanced 
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As a result, agency users can continue to gain 

valuable data without introducing a risk of 

exfiltration or potential unauthorised access 

via network breaches.  


